Cell Phone Bag - Easily Customize the size!

Cell phone sizes have been rapidly been changing ... getting larger and larger, and now the buzz is
that they will be smaller! It is difficult to keep up when you are a pattern designer. Here is a way to
customize the Quiltsmart Cell Phone Bag pattern to fit your phone.
Thank you so much!
Mattie
Founder and President of Quiltsmart, Inc.

Instructions

1) Cut printed interfacing pattern as you would for our standard bag (up to a 5½” length).
2) Cut at the strap mark line, leaving the strap marking line in the center piece. Use that piece to cut
the same amount off the other end. (about 2¾” from outside dashed line on ends)
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3) Place interfacing pattern right side up on wrong side of fabric, as in pattern instruction step 2,
leaving desired space between the interfacing pieces. In the example below, the 2” gaps will help this
bag accommodate up to a 7½” phone (5½” + 2”). Tip: The Closure side goes at end of Fold Line B.
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4) Strap: Straps can be placed at the strap mark line, or halfway between the two interfacing pieces.
If they are placed on the current line, they will be on the backside of the bag a bit. If placed halfway
between the two interfacing pieces, they will be at the top of the bag.
5) Proceed with instructions, sewing continuously across the added fabric.
Notes:
• Because phone thicknesses vary, you might want to try the phone in the bag prior to sewing. To
do this, fold the bag according to instructions step 9, place the phone in the pocket, fold over the
flap and see how your phone fits, then adjust amount added accordingly.
• If you make your bag too long - take some pleats or a seam near the straps.
• Can the bag be made wider? Yes, that is easy! Along the sides, simply sew on the dashed lines,
and trim 1/4” beyond for seam allowance.

